
 
 

 

 

Positive           Good to be Green       Negative 

REWARDS OUR EXPECTATIONS CONSEQUENCES 

Spoken and written praise 

 

Stickers and stamps 

 

House Points, leading to 

House Award 

 

Attendance Awards 

 

Sports Champion 

 

Star of the week 

 

Kindness Award 

 

Gold Card Club 

 

100 Club (Year 6) 

 

Nomination for leadership 

roles in school 

Believe 

 

Achieve 

 

Succeed 

 

Think Big 

 

Do the Right Thing 

 

Show Team Spirit 
 

1. Green Card  

If I do the following type of things, for example; tapping, making silly noises, 

talking without permission, turning around, calling out, not following my 

teacher’s instructions or not respecting others’ right to an education, 

I will be given a clear warning that I am not doing the right thing. 

I will be reminded that I have still got my ‘Green Card’ and be given ways t 

improve my behaviour so I can change it.  

2. Blue ‘Stop and Think’ Card 

If my teacher has to repeat the above reminder and I have not improved my 

behaviour, I will be given a Blue ‘Stop and Think’ Card – this indicates that I 

need to ‘stop and think’ about my behaviour.   

I will be reminded positively of the expected behaviour and I will be given the 

chance to ‘earn back’ my ‘Green Card’. 

3. Yellow Warning Card 

If I continue with unacceptable behaviour / doing the wrong thing, I will be 

given a ‘Yellow Warning Card’.   

This will also happen if I answer back, am rude and disrespectful to a member 

of staff, call other children names, take other people’s property, throw things, 

leave the classroom without permission, refuse to start or complete a learning 

activity, impact on other’s right to an education.  

If I am unable to earn back my green card or am given a ‘Yellow Warning Card’ 

several days in row, this will be reported to the Pastoral Team to offer support. 

4. Red Card Behaviour 

A Red Card will be given if I continue to show unacceptable behaviour / do the 

wrong thing, especially after lots of encouragement and opportunities to do the 

right thing. 

A Learning Mentor and/or other teacher will be called to remove me from the 

classroom for a short time. This will also be reported to the Head Teacher.  

I will spend my break time and/or lunchtime with the Learning Mentor for up to 

5 days. 

My parents will be called and I will be given a Personal Behaviour Plan with 

targets. 

Any type of child n child abuse (verbal, physical, online), swearing, bullying, 

fighting, deliberate damage to other people’s work or property, refusal to 

cooperate, racist/homophobic remarks and deliberate continual disrespect are 

also included. 

 

    MY CHOICE    

 

MY CHOICE 


